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O. Introduction 
This is not a survey paper. I have no time and perhaps not the ability to write 
a survey paper. I will try to state some problems and results in discrete mathematics 
which I have found particularly interesting. I will mainly discuss questions of mine (or 
those related to them), of course not because I consider them more important han 
other results, but I hopefully know more about them than the reader. I will discuss 
combinatorics, graph theory, combinatorial geometry and number theory. I ignore 
algorithms, the problems about P=NP and the important works of Robertson 
Seymour and many other beautiful and important results, because the reader is likely 
to know more about them than I. 
When I arrived recently in Haifa, in early December 1992, from Hungary and 
Germany, Aharoni told me a very attractive conjecture of his: Let (As) be an arbitrary 
family of finite sets. Then there always exists a maximal subfamily of pairwise disjoint 
sets (As) so that for no k one can omit k of the sets (As) and replace them by more than 
k sets (Ak) and remain a disjoint family. 
Aharoni has a complicated proof if ]As] =2 for all ~. Perhaps one should look for 
a counterexample for the general conjecture. However, it seems very likely that the 
answer to the following, more geometric version of the above question (asked by 
Pach) is in the affirmative: Is it true that for any convex body C in the plane (or in 
d-space), there is a packing of congruent copies of C with the property that none of its 
finite subfamilies can be replaced by a larger system? 
1. Problems in number theory 
I will start with problems in number theory. So as not to make the paper too long 
I will have to omit many deep and interesting problems. Let me start with Van der 
Waerden's theorem. 
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1.1 
About seventy ears ago Schur conjectured that if we color the integers with I colors 
there is always a monochromatic arithmetic progression of k terms. In 1927 Van der 
Waerden found an ingeneous proof and, in fact, he proved that there is a computable 
integerf(k, l) so that for every division of the integers 1 <~ t <~ f(k,  l) into 1 classes, there 
is always an arithmetic progression of k terms of integers of the same class. In fact, let 
f (k,  I) be the smallest integer with this property. Henceforth we will only consider I = 2. 
Van der Waerden's proof gave a very poor estimate forf(k, 2); it increased as fast as 
the Ackermann function, i.e., it was not primitive recursive. It was a great achievement 
when a few years ago Shelah gave a primitive recursive upper bound for f (k,  l). 
Probably, his bound was still much too large, perhapsf(k, 2)< 2 zk. The first nontrivial 
lower boundf(k,  2)> 2 k/2 was given by Rado and myself. The currently best bound is 
f(p, 2) > pZ, (p prime), due to Berlekamp. I believe limf(n)/2" = oo has been proved by 
Beck, but no proof has been published. The first task would be to prove 
f (k,  2)> (2 + e) k and perhaps (f(k, 2))a/k~ vo. 
Nearly sixty year ago Turfin and I thought that this was a Turfin type and not 
a Ramsey type problem (this terminology did not exist at that time). Let in fact rk(n) be 
the smallest integer for which every sequence of integers 1 ~< al < a2 <. . .  < at ~< n with 
t >~ rk(n) contains an arithmetic progression of k terms. We conjectured (it is easy to see 
lim rk(n)/n exists) 
rk(n)/n~O. (1.1) 
(1.1) would of course imply Van der Waerden's theorem (in fact, of course, rk(n)< n/2 
would suffice). We did not at first realise the difficulty of our conjecture and hoped 
that one would be able to get better estimates for f(k,2). At first we thought 
rk(n) < n I - ' ,  but fifty years ago Salem and Spencer proved 
r3(n) > n I -c loglog n
and in 1946 Behrend proved 
r/ 
r3 (n)>- -  
which is the current record. Forty years ago. Roth proved 
r3 (n) <~ cn/log log n. 
The current record is due to Heath-Brown and Szemer6di 
rs(n)<n/(logn) ~, ~ about ¼. 
I offer five hundred dollars for r3(n)< n/(log n) c for every c and one thousand ollars 
for an asymptotic formula for rk(n). This is l~robably unattackable atpresent. I offered 
one thousand dollars for the proof of (1.1) and this was accomplished by Szemer6di. 
His proof is a masterpiece of combinatorial reasoning and his regularity lemma has 
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found many uses in many problems. Unfortunately, his proof used Van der Waerden's 
theorem and thus could not be used for the estimation off(k, 2). Furstenberg proved 
(1.1) by using ergodic theory and his method has already many applications to various 
problems in combinatorial number theory and there is a growing number of theorems 
in combinatorial number theory which can so far only be proved by methods of 
ergodic theory. Unfortunately, Furstenberg's method also does not help in getting 
a bound for f(k, 2). 
An old conjecture in number theory states that for every k there are k primes in an 
arithmetic progression. This problem seemed unattackable, the currently known 
longest progression has twenty-one terms. Many years ago I made the following 
conjecture which, if true, would settle the problem: Let a l<a2<- - ,  be an infinite 
sequence of integers for which 
- -=  0o.  (1 .2 )  
,=  z 1 a l  
Is it true that the a's contain arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions? ! offer three 
thousand ollars for a proof(or disproof) of(1.2). It seems that neither Szemer6di's nor 
Furstenberg's method is strong enough to settle (1.2), but perhaps the next century will 
decide (1.2). 
Perhaps to every e there is an no(e, k) for which if no(e, k) < al < a2..- is a sequence of 
integers which does not contain an arithmetic progression of k terms, then 
Here is a related problem which is totally unattackable and ! expect hat it will not 
be settled in the forseeable future: Is it true that for every k there are k consecutive 
primes in an arithmetic progression? In the present state of science, the problem is 
unattackable even for k--3. It is well known that there are infinitely many triples of 
primes forming an arithmetic progression, but it is not yet known whether there are 
infinitely many quadruples of primes forming an arithmetic progression. 
Before I end this chapter, let me state a few problems. It is well known that there are 
no four squares in an arithmetic progression but xZ+y 2=2z 2 has infinitely many 
solutions, i.e., there are infinitely many triples of squares in an arithmetic progression. 
Can one color the squares by two colors so that there should not be three monochro- 
matic squares in an arithmetic progression? Also, can one color the squares by two 
colors so that x 2 + y2 = z 2 should have no monochromatic solution? This problem was 
also stated. I think these two questions have been stated and solved but | do not now 
remember the references. 
Let a l<a2<. . ,  be an infinite sequence of integers which does not contain an 
arithmetic progression of k terms. Is it true that 
1 1 
~ ~-..< (~+ o(1)) log f(k, 2)? (1.3) 
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If true, (1.3) is trivially best possible and (1.3) would be a considerable strengthening of
(1.2). ~ 1/ai < c iogf(k, 2) would already be a most sensational result. 
Let S be a sequence of integers, with the property that if we color the integers by two 
(or more generally by k colors) there are arbitrarily long monochromatic arithmetic 
progressions whose difference is in S. Is it possible to characterise S? Is this a reason- 
able and good question? 
Finally, let me remark that it is very difficult to determinef(k, l). As far as | know, 
f (3;2)=9,  f (4;2)=35, f (3;2)=27, f (3 ;4)=76 and f (5 ,2)= 178. f (6 ,2) is  unknown 
and perhaps is beyond the range of our computers. 
My references are unfortunately not complete. Consult the excellent book of 
Graham et al. [18] and also the recent second edition. See also the recent book by 
Nesetril and Rodl [25], and ErdSs and Graham [18]. 
1.2 
I now discuss Sidon sequences and related problems. Let al <a2 < ' "  be a finite or 
infinite sequence of integers. Denote it by A and put 
Z 1. 
ai~x 
Denote by f(n) the number of solutions of n = al + aj. 
I met Sidon first in 1932. He posed two problems. Does there exist an infinite 
sequence A for which for all n > nof(n)> 0, but for every ~ > Of(n)/n~O, i.e., A should 
be a basis of order 2 but the number of solutions of n = al + aj should be small. I liked 
the problem very much but thought hat it would not be very hard and optimistically 
assured Sidon that I would construct such a sequence in a few days. In fact, it took me 
twenty years to prove that there is a sequence A for which 
Cl log n < f(n) < c2 log n. (1.4) 
(1.4) is, of course, much stronger than what Sidon asked for, but I never found 
a constructive proof of (1.4) or even of Sidon's original question. I proved (1.4) by 
probabilistic methods. Choose n with probability c((log n)/n) I/z. It is not difficult to 
prove that almost all sequences obtained in this way satisfy (1.4). Tur~in and I conjec- 
tured that f(n)>O for n > no implies l imf(n)= ~.  In other words, in every basis of 
order two, f(n) cannot be bounded. I offer five hundred dollars for a proof (or 
disproof). 1 also offer one hundred dollars for a constructive proof of Sidon's original 
question. I conjectured that there is no sequence A for which 
f(n)/logn~c, 0<c< o¢. (1.5) 
In other words, (1.4) is nearly best possible. I offer five hundred dollars for a proof (or 
disproof) of (1.5). Sfirk6zy and I proved that 
]f(n)-logn[ 
--,0 (1.6) 
(log n) 1/2 
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is not possible. (1.6) is, of course, much weaker than (1.5), but it is the best which is 
currently known. Perhaps an even stronger esult than (1.5) holds. Put 
cl = lim i n f f (n ) / log  n, Cz = lira supf(n)/log n. 
Then there is an absolute constant c for which c2 -ca  >e. Perhaps this conjecture is 
a little too optimistic but I could not find a counterexample. 
Now let us discuss Sidon's second question: Find a sequence A for which A(x)  is as 
large as possible and for whichf (n)=0 or 1, i.e., the sums al +a  s are al distinct. Such 
sequences are now called Sidon sequences. Sidon was lead to these problems by his 
study of lacunary trigonometric series. 
The greedy algorithm easily gives an infinite Sidon sequence A for which, for 
every x, 
A(x)  > cx 1/3. (1.7) 
It took about fifty years until Ajtai, Komi6s and Szemer6di improved (1.7). They 
proved 
A (x) > cx a/3 log x (1.8) 
and their ingenious proof has many applications for other problems. Turfin and 
I observed that finite Sidon sequences behave quite differently. Turfin and I proved 
that if al <a2 <.--<ak<<,n is a Sidon sequence and we denote byf (n )=maxk,  then 
f (n) < n 1/2 -}- cn 1/'~ . (1.9) 
Chowla and I observed that the construction of Singer of a perfect difference set 
immediately gives 
f (n) > n 1/2 - n 1/z - c (1.10) 
I am fairly sure that 
f (n) = n 1/z + O(n ~) (1.11) 
and perhaps even 
f (n )= n a/2 + O(1). (1.12) 
I offer one thousand dollars for clearing up these problems. (1.12) was perhaps too 
optimistic. Singer proved that there are p + 1 residues, a1, az ..... av + a mod (p2 + p + 1), 
(p a prime or a power of a prime) so that every residue tmod(p2+p+l )  can be 
expressed (uniquely) in the form a j -a i ,  1 ~< i, j ~<p + 1. This beautiful result of Singer 
easily gives (1.10). Many years ago I conjectured that every finite Sidon sequence 
aa <a2<- . .<a ,  can be completed into a perfect difference set of Singer. In other 
words, there is a p = q" and a Singer set 
aa <a2<' - .  at<at+l<" '<ap+a<p2+p+l  
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which is a perfect difference set for pZ + p + 1. I fell that this conjecture is perhaps too 
optimistic and I would be very happy with a proof of the following weaker conjecture: 
Let aa <a2<.. .  <at be a Sidon sequence. To every e>0 there is a Sidon sequence 
a x <""  < a, < at + 1 <""  < a, for which a. < (1 + e) n 2 . If true this conjecture would imply 
that there is an infinite Sidon sequence for which 
lim infa./n z = 1. (1.13) 
In view of (1.9), if true, (1.13) is best possible. 
I proved that for every infinite Sidon sequence, lim sup a./n 2 = ~,  and in fact, more 
precisely, 
lim a./n 2 log n >0. (1.14) 
The reader will notice that (1.8) and (1.14) are very far apart. I conjecture that (1.8), 
and probably (1.14), can be improved a great deal. I expect that there is a Sidon 
sequence for which, for every e > 0 and n > no. 
a,<n 2+~. (1.15) 
I offer one thousand dollars for a proof  (or disproof) of (1.15). Rdnyi and I proved by 
probabilistic methods that there is a sequence satisfying (1.15) for which f (n)< c2(e). 
S~trk6zy and I recently conjectured that if ax<a2<. . ,  and b~ <bz<-. .  are two 
infinite sequences for which a,/b.~ 1 and if g(n) denotes the number of solutions of 
ai+bj=n, then if g(n)>0 for all n, then 
lim sup g(n) = ~.  (1.16) 
If true, (1.16) would very greatly strengthen our old conjecture with Tur~,n,f(n)> 0 for 
all n implies lim supf(n)= ~.  It is not even clear to me thatf(n)>~2 for infinitely many n. 
Our conjecture is perhaps too optimistic. Observe that a,/b.~ 1 cannot be replaced by 
cl < a./b. < cz. 
To see this, let the a's be the integers of the form y~ ~ 2 zk, e~ = 0 or 1 and let the b's be 
the intergers of the form ~ ~ 2 zk + 1. Clearly, every n can be uniquely expressed in the 
form a~ + bj. Perhaps if e is sufficiently small, then 
1-e<a. /b .< 1 +~ 
andf(n)  > 0 will imply lim supf(n) = ~.  This conjecture certainly seems too optimistic. 
Many interesting problems remain, but in order not to make the paper too long I just 
state one: Let a l<a2<. . ,  be an infinite sequence of integers. Denote by h(n) the 
number of integers not exceeding n of the form a~ + aj. Assume that for every e > 0, 
h(n)/nl-~--,z¢. Is it then true that l imsupf (n )=~.  This conjecture is perhaps too 
optimistic, and perhaps one should first look for a counterexample. If true, it would 
certainly be much stronger than my old conjecture with Turfin. 
My references are again incomplete. I refer to the excellent book of Halberstam and 
Roth [21] (I understand a new and greatly enlarged edition is in preparation), and to 
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two recent papers of Freud and myself [ 11 ]. See also a forthcoming paper of Sfirk6zy, 
S6s and myself. 
1.3 
Before I leave number theory, I state a few miscellaneous problems. In 1934 
Romanoff proved by Brun's method that the lower density of the integers of the form 
2k+ p is positive. No doubt the density in fact exists but there seems to be no hope to 
prove this at present. In 1934 Romanoff wrote to me asking whether I could prove 
that there are infinitely many odd integers which are not of the form 2k+ p. Van der 
Corput and I (independently) proved that the answer is affirmative. I, in fact, proved 
that there are arithmetic progressions of odd numbers no term of which is of the form 
2k+ p. I used covering congruences and the old result of Bang that for every n ¢:6, 
2" -  1 has a prime factor p which does not divided 2" -  1 for any m < n. I called a set of 
congruences 
ai(mod ni), n l<n2<. . .<nk  (1.17) 
a covering system if every integer satisfies at least one of the congruences (1.17). The 
simplest covering system is: 
0(mod2), 0(rood3), l(mod4), 5(mod6), 7(mod12). 
I conjectured in 1934 that for every c there is a covering system all of whose moduli are 
> c. Choi constructed a covering system, the smallest modulus of which is twenty, and 
a Japanese mathematician constructed a system the smallest modulus of which is 
twenty-four. I offer one thousand ollars for a proof (or disproof) of this conjecture. 
This is certainly one of my favourite conjectures. If my conjecture is correct, then it 
would easily follow that for every k there is an arithmetic progression, no term of 
which is the sum of a power of two and an integer which has at most k prime factors. 
A conjecture in the opposite direction states as follows: For every e > 0 there is a k so 
that the density of the integers which are not of the form 2 '+q where q has at most 
k prime factors, is <e. Needless to say I cannot prove this conjecture and I give one 
hundred ollars for a proof(or disproof). I feel fairly sure that the problem will remain 
open for a long time. 
Linnik proved that every integer is the sum of two primes and a bounded number of 
powers of two. Gallagher proved the following stronger esult: To every: ~ > 0 there is 
a k for which the lower density of the integers of the form p + 2 "1 + 2 ..... + 2 "~ is > 1 - ~. 
Perhaps the following much stronger esult holds: Every integer is the sum of a prime 
and k powers of two. This problem will remain almost certainly unattackable in the 
foreseeable future. Perhaps it will be possible to prove that no counterexample can be 
given by covering congruences. Crocker [6] proved that there are infinitely many odd 
numbers, not of the form p + 2" '+ 2 "2, but he only proved that the number of odd 
numbers < x not of this form is c log log x. Is it true that there are infinitely many odd 
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numbers not of the form p W2 k whose existence cannot be inferred by covering 
congruences? This question is perhaps too vague. 
Is it true that every integer n which is not a multiple of four is the sum of a power of 
two and a square free number? 
I conjectured more than forty years ago that a covering system cannot be exact. In 
other words, if 
ai (mod ni), nl <//2 <""  <//k 
is a covering system, then there must be an integer which satisfies at least two of our 
congruences (which of course implies ~k= a l /n i> 1). To my annoyance, I could not 
prove this. Mirsky and Newmann, and a little later, Davenport and Rado, found the 
simple proof. Many papers were written on this subject and on various extensions and 
generalizations. Here I only state the very pretty conjecture of Herzog and Schfn- 
heim: Let G be a finite group. Is it true that one cannot cover the elements of G in 
a one to one way by cosets of different size? Several special cases have been proved but 
the general case is still open. 
More than thirty years ago I stated the following conjecture. Let a l<a2 
< ... <ak<~n and assume that one cannot find r+ 1 a's which are pairwise relatively 
prime. Is it true that k is maximal if the a's are the multiples of the first r primes? To my 
great surprise Lavon Khachatrian very recently found a counterexample. I am still 
convinced that my conjecture holds for sufficiently large n, perhaps n >(1 +c)p 2 will 
suffice. Khachatrian asked: Is it true that for every k there are primes p, for which 
2 
pnpn+k>Pn+k_ l .  (1.18) 
(1.18) is surely true, but it may be hard to prove. He needed (1.18) to show that my 
conjecture fails for infinitely many k. I further conjectured: Let bl < b2 <.." < bt <~ n be 
the sequence of integers, all prime factors of which are greater than Pk- Assume further 
(bi, b j )~  1. Then we obtain max t by taking the b's which are multiples of Pk+~. After 
the ingenious counterexample of Khachatrian, I am no longer sure if the conjecture is 
correct. (See a recent paper in Acta Arithmetica of Alswede and Khachatrian.) 
References for this section are Erd6s and Graham [12] (the second edition will 
appear, I hope, before the year 2000) and Guy [20] (see also the second edition which 
will appear soon). 
2. Problems in geometry 
Now I discuss some problems in geometry. 
2.1 
Sixty years ago Esther Klein (Mrs. Szekeres) observed that among any five points in 
the plane, no three on a line, one can always find four which form the vertices of 
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a convex quadrilateral. She then asked: Is there anf(n) so that among anyf(n) points, 
no three on a line, there are always n which form the vertices of a convex n-gon 
Szekeres very soon conjecturedf(n)= 2"-2+ 1 and Turfin and Makai proved f (5)= 9. 
Szekeres and I proved (in 1933 Szekeres rediscovered Ramsey's theorem and obtained 
a very large upper bound for f(n)) 
/2n -4"~ 
2"-a+l<~f(n)<~n_2 ). 
f (6)= 17 is still an open problem; Harborth and his students have partial results. In 
particular, they proved f (6)= 17 if the least convex polygon containing our points is 
a pentagon. 
During my visit to the Szekeres' in Sydney in 1975, I conjectured that for every 
k there is an nk for which, if nk points are given, no three on a line, one can find among 
them k which form a convex k-gon which contains none of the points in their interior. 
n4=5 is immediate and Harborth proved ns=10. Horton proved that nk does 
not exist for kl> 7. Harborth and his students proved that if n6 exists, it is greater 
than 25. 
See, for this section; [-9, 22, 23]. 
2.2 
Sylvester conjectured in 1893 that if n points are given, not all on a line, then there 
always is a line going through exactly two of the points. The problem appeared in the 
Educational Times and no correct solution was given and the problem was forgotton. 
In 1933, I rediscovered the conjecture and Gallai found the first correct and very 
simple proof. Several other proofs were found. Perhaps the proof of Kelly is the 
simplest. Call a line which goes through exactly two points a Gallai line. Denote by 
f(n) the minimum number of Gallai lines determined by n points, not all on a line. De 
Bruijn and I conjectured f (n )~.  Dirac proved f(n)>~3 and Motzkin proved 
f(n)>~/n. Moser and Kelly proved f(n)>~3n/7 equality for n = 7 and Motzkin and 
Berioing provedf(2n)~< n and conjecturedf(2n)= n for n > m0. This conjecture is still 
open. Csima and Sawyer recently proved f(n)>>.6n/13 for n>no. It has been conjec- 
tured that f(2n + 1) is somewhat bigger than n(1 + c). 
Csima and Sawyer [7] refers to the relevant literature. 
2.3 
Let xl ..... x, be n points in the plane. Denote byf (x l  .... .  x,) the number of distinct 
distances determined by our points and put 
minf(x 1 ..... x,) =f(n). 
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In other words, any n distinct points determine at leastf(n) distinct distances andf(n) 
is the largest such number. In 1946 I conjectured that 
¢/7 
f (n)> lx /~.  (2.1) 
I offer five hundred ollars for a proof(or disproof). The lattice points show that (2.1), 
if correct, is best possible apart from the value of c. Unless many of us overlooked 
a simple idea, (2.1) will be very difficult to prove. In 1946 I provedf(n)>n a/2 and in 
1952 Moser proved f(n)>cn 2/3. Then for about thirty years nothing happened and 
finally Fan Chung proved f (n)>cn s/7. The current record due to Fan Chung, 
Szemer6di and Trotter is f (n)> r/(4/5)-~. (Discrete and Computational Geometry) 
Let us say that x~ ..... x. implementsf(n) iff(n) is the number of different distances 
determined by xl ..... x.. I conjectured that except for n--3 there are always at least 
two incongruent sets implementingf(n). For n = 3 the equilateral triangle is the only 
set which gives f (3)= 1. I have no idea how to prove my conjecture which perhaps is 
completely wrongheaded, but I am inclined to believe that for n tending to infinity, the 
number of incongruent sets implementing f(n) will also tend to infinity. 
Let again x~ ..... x. be n points in the plane. Denote by g(x~) the number of distinct 
distances d(xi, xj), i <~ j <~ n, j ~: i from xl, and denote max~ <l~<, g(xi) by G(xl ..... x.). 
Finally, denote min G(xx ..... x,) where the minimum is extended over all possible 
choices of x~ ..... x, by G(n). Clearly G(n)<~ f(n) and I conjectured that 
cn 
(2.2) G(n) >~x/~g n
or by (2.1) G(n)>>, cf(n). There are several possible ways of strengthening (2.2). First of 
all one could conjecture 
G(n) =fin). (2.3) 
(2.3) seems a bit too optimistic (In a letter Harborth disproved (2.3):f(8)=4, G(8)= 3.) 
but it holds for small values of n and one should try to find a counterexample, but of 
course (2.3) would be really dead only if one could show that for infinitely many n, 
G(n) < f(n). I think 
G(n) = (1 + o(1))f(n) (2.3') 
has a good chance of being true, but perhaps I am completely wrong. Another 
possibility of strengthening (2.2) is to conjecture that for every set xl ..... x. 
cn  
holds for many, perhaps all, but o(n) of the xl. In fact it would in my opinion be of 
interest o determine the maximum number of indices i for which g(xi)= o(n/~o-g n) 
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or (g(xl)<n 1-c) is possible. In any case, I conjecture that for some absolute 
constant c> 0 
g(xi) > cnf (n). 
i=1 
Many more related problems could be posed, but I have to refer to the many 
papers about this subject. See the forthcoming book of Moser and Pach and my 
survey article with Purdy in the Handbook on Combinatorics; I hope both books will 
appear soon. 
To end this chapter I state a few miscellaneous results and problems. 
Borsuk conjectured more than sixty years ago that if S is a set of diameter one in 
n-dimensional space, then it is the union of n + 1 sets of diameter less than one. This 
was trivial for n= 1, easy for n= 2, Perkal and Eggleston prove it for n= 3; later, 
simpler proofs were found by Grunbaum and Heppes. For n> 3, the problem was 
open. A few months ago, Kahn and Kalai found a surprisingly simple counterexample 
if the dimension is sufficiently large. Their proof will be published soon. Several open 
problems remain. Letf(n) be the smallest integer for which every set of diameter one in 
R" is the union off(n) sets of diameter < 1. Is it true thatf(n)>n for all n~>4 and is it 
true that f (n)>(1 +e)" for n>n0? 
For the older literature on Borsuk's conjecture, see Grunbaum [19]. 
The second startling result is a recent proof of Alon and Kleitman of an older 
conjecture of Debrunner and Hadwiger. A family of sets F is said to have the (p, q) 
property if among any p members of the family some q have a nonempty intersection. 
The family F is called k-pierceable if it can be split into k or fewer subfamilies, each 
having a nonempty intersection. The smallest such k is called the piercing 
number of F and denoted by P(F). The classical theorem of Helly states that any 
family of compact convex sets in R a, which satisfies the (d+ 1,d+ 1) property, has 
p(F)= 1. Debrunner and Hadwiger conjectured that if F is a family of compact 
convex sets in R e which has the (p,q) property for p>>,q>~d+ 1, then P(F) is finite. 
Denote this piercing number of M(p, q, d). They proved that if p(d-1)<(q-1)d, 
then 
M(p,q, d )=p-q+ 1. 
In every other case it was unknown if M(p, q, d) exists. This was now proved by Alon 
and Kleitman. The exact determination of M(p, q, d) remains open. 
See Alon and Kleitman [1]. A detailed proof will appear in Advances of 
Mathematics. For the older literature see Helly's theorem and its relative, Danzer 
et al. [8]. 
Finally, I want to report on a recent result of Pach and T6r6csik [26]. A geometric 
graph is a graph whose vertices are points in the plane, no three on a line, its edges 
being closed line segments joining some of our points. Let ek(n) denote the smallest 
integer for which every geometric graph on n vertices and ek(n) edges contains k + 1 
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pairwise disjoint edges. The determination of ek(n) was perhaps first asked in a little 
known Hebrew paper of Avital and Hanani. An old result of Pannwitz and Hopf 
states e l (n )=n+l .  Alon and I proved ez(n)<<.6n which was later improved by 
O'Donnell, Perlez and Goddard, Katchalski and Kleitman, to ez(n)<~3n; also 
ek(n)<ckn(logn) k-3 was proved. Pach and T6r6csik proved ek(n)<k4n. Perhaps 
ek(n) < ckn? 
In another paper Larman, Matousek, Pach and T6r6csik prove the following 
Ramsey type result: Let f (n)  be the largest integer for which among any n compact 
convex sets in the plane one can always find f (n)  of them which are either pairwise 
disjoint or pairwise intersecting. The authors prove 
n 1/5 <~ f (n )  <<. nj°g 2/log 5. 
Many further interesting questions remain. 
To end this chapter 1 would like to state two problems. The first is a problem of 
mine which is perhaps completely wrongheaded. Let xl . . . . .  x, be n points: assume 
that the distance between any two of them is at least 1. Denote by D(n) the diameter of 
xl . . . . .  x,. It is well known that asymptotically the minimum of D(n) is given by the 
triangular lattice. The analogous problem for three dimensions is open and is prob- 
ably difficult, but this will not concern us now. Let Yl . . . . .  y, be one of the sets for 
which the diameter is exactly D(n). Is it true that for n > no, yx ..... Yn is a subset of the 
triangular lattice? This seems unlikely. Is it at least true that this happens for infinitely 
many n. Perhaps even this is false, but I am sure that any set y~ .... .  y, which 
implements D, has a translate which has 'many' common points with the triangular 
lattice. 'Many' could very well mean n-o(n) .  The annoying thing is that I could not 
even prove that the y's contain an equilateral triangle of sides 1. This must be easy and 
I probably overlook a trivial point. 
Now to the second problem: More than thirty years ago Dirac conjectured that if 
n points are given, not all on a line, and every two are joined, then there is always 
a point through which at least (n/2)-O(1) distinct lines pass. This conjecture is still 
open, though Beck and independently Szemer6di and Trotter proved that there is an 
absolute c so that there are at least cn lines going through one of the points. The value 
of their c is quite small. 
Purdy and I have an interesting problem here: Let x~ ..... x, be a set ofn points, not 
all on a line. Let L1 ..... L,, be the set of lines joining any two of them. It is well known 
and easy to see that m>~n; let Ya,Y2, ...,Yk be the smallest set of points so that every 
L goes through at least one of the y's and the y's must be distinct from the x's. What is 
the smallest possible value of k? If n -  1 of the x are on a line, then k = n but Hickerson 
has an example for which k=n-1 .  Denote byf(n)  the smallest possible value of k, 
k > cn follows from the result of Beck, Szemer6di, Trotter, but perhapsf(n)> n(1 -  c) 
or f (n)' > n - c. Perhaps in fact f (n) = n - 1. 
See the forthcoming book of Moser and Pach and the survey article of 
Erd6s-Purdy in the Handbook of Combinatorics. 
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3. Combinatorial problems 
In this final chapter I will discuss combinatorial problems. 
3.1 
(t) (P l ,P2  . . . . .  pt )=n the  smal les t  First I discuss Ramsey's theorem. Denote by r k 
integer for which if you color the k-tuples of 1SI = n by I colors, there always will be for 
some i a subset of S of size Pl all of whose k tuples have color i. The existence of 
r~°(Pl . . . . .  Pt) was first proved in the important paper of Ramsey. It will be perhaps 
clearer if we introduce the arrow notation introduced by Rado. n--*(pl,p2 . . . . .  pz)tk t)
means that rtk~(pl . . . . .  Pl) ~ n. n-/*(pl . . . . .  pz)tk l~ of course means that r~kl)(px . . . . .  p~) > n. 
Also, I introduce the square bracket notation introduced by Hajnal, Rado and myself. 
n~[p l  . . . . .  pi]~) means that if we color the k-tuples of a set S by l colors, there always 
is for at least one l a subset S~ of S of size p~ no k-tuple of which is colored i. If all the Pi 
are of the same size, we will simply write n--*(p)tk :) and n--*[p]~k l). 
As stated previously, Ramsey's theorem was rediscovered in 1933 by Szekeres, and 
he and I proved 
/2n - -2 \  
cn2"/2 <r2(n ,n )<~ n_  l ) (3.1) 
or in the arrow notation 
2n - 2\  2 
n_  l )~(n)2  and cn2"/Z ~(n)  z (3.1') 
or in words if one colors the edges of a complete graph of (2..-2) vertices by two colors 
there always is a monochromatic K(n) (a complete graph of n vertices). 
Denote byf(n) the smallest integer for which f (n )~(n)~ holds. I offer 100 dollars for 
a proof that l im.~o f(ti)a/" exists and 250 dollars for the value c of this limit by 
(3.1) v/2-N<c-N<4. Perhaps c=2? No progress has been made towards the solution of 
these problems. In fact (3.1) has hardly been improved. Spencer improved the constant 
in the lower bound of (3.1) and Thomassen proved 
My proof in the lower bound of (3.1) is nonconstructive. It uses elementary 
probability arguments. I offer 100 dollars for a constructive proof of 
f(n)>(1 +e)". 
Frankl and Wilson proved 
r2(n  , n) > tl c log n. 
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The Ramsey numbers r2 (P l  , P2) are very hard to calculate, r2(3 , 3)=6 is of course 
easy. r2(4,4)= 18 was proved by Greenwood and Gleason in 1955 in the Canadian 
Journal, r2(5, 5) is unknown. It must seem incredible to the uninitiated that in the age 
of supercomputers 2(5, 5) is unknown. This, of course, is caused by the so-called 
combinatorial explosion: there are just too many cases to be checked. In fact, I made 
the following joke. Suppose an evil spirit would tell us: unless you give me the value of 
r(5, 5) in a year, I will exterminate the human race. Our best strategy probably would 
be to have our computers working on r2(5, 5) and we could have the value of r2(5, 5) in 
time. If he would ask for r2(6, 6) our best strategy would be to try to destroy him/her/it 
before he destroys us. If we could give the answer by mathematics, we would be so 
clever and powerful that we could ignore it and tell it if you try to attack us you will 
see what will happen to you. In fact, I think we already are powerful enough now that 
the only evil spirit we have to fear (and this we have to fear very much) is the one that 
is in us. An American humorist once said: I have seen the enemy and they are us. Now 
back to mathematics. We further have (I just heard that r2 (3, n) > r 3 n2/log n has been 
proved.) 
C 1 n 2 r2 n2 
(log n) 2 < rz(3, n) < log~' (3.2) 
The lower bound in (3.2) is due to me; the upper bound to Ajtai, Koml6s and 
Szemer6di. Their ingenious proof has ideas which can be applied to many other 
problems. A few years earlier Graver and Yackel proved 
r2(3, n) < cn2 log log n 
log n 
It would be very nice to have an asymptotic formula for r2(3, n), but this seems to be 
out of reach at present. In fact (3.2) has not been improved for more than ten years. 
Both the upper and lower bound in (3.2) is not effective and uses the probability 
method. I somewhat optimistically thought hat the probability method would give 
r2(4, n) > Il3 -~ (3.3) 
and in fact, more generally 
ilk 1 
r2(k, n) > - -  (3.4) 
(log n) ~ 
for fixed k if n tends to infinity. It now seems that I was wrong and the proof of (3.3) 
and (3.4) will require some new ideas. Spencer only proved, using the local lemma of 
Lovhsz that 
r2(4, n) > cn s/2 
and this is the current record. The proof of Ajtai, Komlbs and Szemer6di gives 
r 2 (l, n) < cn t -  1/log n. 
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Almost nothing is known about rk(pl, P2) for k/> 3. I think there are no exact results at 
all. Hajnal, Rado and I proved that rk(n,n) is less than a k -1  times iterated 
exponential and greater than a k -2  times iterated exponential. Let us now assume 
1 = 3. We proved 
2 c"2 < r3 (n, n) < 2 z". (3.5) 
The lower bound in (3.5) is easily given by the probability method. We think that 
the upper bound is closer to the truth, but Hajnal and I have a result which seems to 
favor the lower bound. We proved that if we color the triples of a set of n elements by 
two colors, there always is a set of size s = [-(log n) 1/2 ] on which the distribution is not 
completely just, i.e., one of the colors contains at least (½ + e) (~) triples. This is in strong 
contrast o the case k = 2, where we can color the pairs of a set of size n by two colors 
so that in every subset of sizef(n) log n (f(n)--, ~)  both colors get asymptotically the 
same number of pairs. We would begin to doubt seriously that the upper bound in 
(3.5) is correct if we could prove that if we divide the triples of a set of size n into two 
classes, there always is a set of size (log n) ~ = s for which at least (1 - r/) (]) triples belong 
to the same class. At the moment we certainly can prove nothing like this. Hajnal 
proved 
r3(n, n, n, n) > 2 cz" 
or in the arrow notation 2c2"~(n)~, which very strongly favors the upper bound 
in (3.5). 
I have to say a few words about generalized Ramsey problems for graphs. Let G and 
H be two graphs, r(G, H) = n is the smallest integer n for which if one colors the edges 
of K(n) by two colors, then either there will be a graph G all of whose edges have color 
I or a graph H all of whose edges have color II. This subject has an immense literature. 
As far as I know, Gy~irffis and Lehel, and Chvatal and Harary wrote the first papers 
on this subject. Burr, Faudree, Rousseau and Schelp have been planning for several 
years to write a comprehensive survey on this subject and they have collected an 
immense literature. I hope their book will appear before the end of this century. In 
order not to make the problem too long, I only discuss one or two problems. Burr and 
I conjectured several years ago: For each d > 0 there is a constant ca so that if G(n) is 
a graph of n vertices every subgraph of which has edge density ~< d, then r(G, G)< can. 
In other words, if the edge density of every subgraph is bounded, then the Ramsey 
number is of linear growth. 
Chvatal, R6dl, Szemer6di and Trotter proved that if every vertex of G(n) has degree 
~< d, then r(G, G)< cn. They used the regularity lemma of Szemer6di which was used 
by him in his proof of rk(n)=o(n). 
In a forthcoming paper (which will soon appear) Chen and Schelp prove a more 
general theorem which is somewhat complicated to state but which among others 
implies our conjecture with Burr for planar graphs. Many interesting unsolved 
problems are stated in this paper. 
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Now I mention an ill-fated conjecture of mine. Let Gk(n) be k-chromatic. I conjec- 
tured that 
r( Gk(n), Gk(n) >~ r(n, n). 
In other words r(Gk(n), Gk(n)) is minimal for the complete graph K(n). The conjecture 
is trivially true for k = 3. Unfortunately it already fails for k = 4. Faudree (and perhaps 
others) proved that the Ramsey number of the pentagonal wheel is 17. It would be 
interesting to find the k-chromatic graph G~(n) for which r(Gk(n), Gk(n)) is minimal. 
For k = 3 it is the triangle, for k = 4 it is the pentagonal wheel. The rest is unknown and 
probably will remain so for some time. 
3.2 
Now I discuss a result of Szemer6di and myself which I think is interesting but 
which has been completely forgotten, see [17]. 
It is not difficult to prove that 
{cl log n'~ 2 
n--' t k log~)  k (3.6) 
and 
_re2 log n'~ 2 (3.7) 
(3.6) follows by the method used in my paper with Szekeres and (3.7) by the 
probability method. It would be very desirable to bring (3.6) and (3.7) closer together 
and to determine the function f(k) for which 
_fc  log,,'  
n-> t f (k~),  and n- - /+t~- - )  . 
This question is stated in our paper with Szemer~di, and we have no idea how fast 
f(k) tends to infinity. 
The probability method gives without much difficulty 
n-~[ck, log n], 2. (3.8) 
Rado and I conjectured that for every c and k > ko(c) 
n---, [c log n] 2 
Szemer6di and I proved the following much stronger theorem: 
-[c ,og ll , - ,  
(3.8) and (3.9) are not very far apart. We do not know where the real truth lies. It 
would of course be desirable to bring (3.8) and (3.9) closer together, but these, in my 
opinion attractive problems, have been completely neglected. 
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To end this chapter I state a nice conjecture of Graham and myself which also has 
been completely neglected. Divide the integers into k classes. Is it true that 
1 (finite sum), a l<a2<- - -  (3.10) I=Z 
has a monochromatic solution. We have never proved this even for k = 2. If the answer 
is affirmative, then determine or estimate the smallest integer f (k )  for which, if we 
divide the integer not exceeding f (k )  into k classes (3.10) is monochromatically 
solvable. One can conjecture that if we divide the integers into k classes, then in at 
least one of the classes every rational number can be monochromatically represented 
as a finite sum of the form 52 (1/ni). 
Here we stated a problem which really belongs to extremei number theory: Let 
1 <a l  <a2 < ..-<ak<<,n be a sequence of integers atisfying 
k 
~ 1 >f(n). (3.11) 
-= a i  
Is it true that if 
f (n) 
(log log n) z ~ oo, 
then there is always a subsequence of the a's, the sum of whose reciprocals i 1? The 
strongest conjecture which we could not not disprove states that there is an absolute 
constant c for which 
k 
2 1 > (c + e)(log log n) 2, 
a~<n (li 
then (3.10) has a solution among the a's, but if c + e is replaced by c -e ,  then this is not 
necessarily so. Perhaps all this is a bit too optimistic, but we believe that if 
k 
2 1 >(c log n), 
a~<n ai 
then (3.10) has a monochromatic solution, which, if true, would show that our 
problem is really a Tur/m type problem 
See, for this section [3-5, 9, 17, 18, 28]. 
3.3 
I planned to write about Euclidean Ramsey problems and theorems but I under- 
stand that Graham's paper will be about this subject. Thus I will write only a few lines 
about these problems. 
Graham proved that if we partition the plane into finitely many sets, at least one of 
the sets will contain for every ~ the vertices of a triangle of area ~. I asked is it true that 
if we divide the plane into No sets at least one of the sets will contain a triangle of area 
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< e for sufficiently small e. Graham informed me that this is not true since Kunen 
proved that one can partition the plane into No sets so that none of the sets contains 
a triangle of rational area. I then asked: divide the plane into No sets. Is it true that at 
least one of the sets contains a polygon (convex polygon?) of rational area. I am not 
sure if this is a good question, the answer could be trivial, but at the moment I do not 
see it. Can one divide the plane into No sets so that the set of the areas of the 
monochromatic triangles has measure 0? Again, I am not at all sure if this is a good 
question. Many more related questions can be asked. 
In our paper on Euclidean Ramsey theory, we posed many problems. One of our 
questions was: Divide the plane into two disjoint sets $1 and Sz. Assume that no two 
points of $1 are at distance 1apart. Is it then true that SE contains the vertices of a unit 
square? We proved that there is a set of 1012 points so that Sz does not have to contain 
a congruent copy of it. Juhfisz [24] proved our conjecture and in fact she proved that 
$2 must contain congruent copy of any set of four vertices, but it does not have to 
contain a congruent copy of every set of 12 vertices. This is quite a significant 
improvement from 10 lz. For five points the problem is still open. Very recently 
Csizmadia nd Toth replaced 12 by 8, their paper will appear in JCTA series A. 
3.4 
Problems on extremal graph theory. There are two excellent sources on these 
problems, the book of Bollobfis [2] and the survey article of Simonovits [27]. Thus, 
not to make the paper too long, I only state one or two problems of Simonovits and 
myself: Let H be a graph T(H) the Turfin number of it is the smallest integer e. for 
which every G(n;e.) contains H as a subgraph. Simonovits and I conjectured that if 
/-/is bipartite and does not have an induced subgraph H', every vertex of which has 
degree >~ r, r >~ 3 (i.e. every induced subgraph as a vertex of degree < r), then 
T~(H) < cn 2 - 1/(r - 1) (3.12) 
This conjecture is open even for r = 3. 
We further conjecture that if H has an induced subgraph, every vertex of which has 
degree />r, then 
Tn(H)>n2-1 / ( r - l )  +E 
I offer 500 dollars for a proof or disproof of our conjectures. 
Denote by f,(H) the number of graphs n vertices which do not contain H as 
a subgraph. Clearly f,,(H) > 2 r"~n). I conjectured 
f,(H) < 2 ~l +o))r,~m. (3.13) 
(3.13) is open even for H=C 4. It is well known that T,(C4)=(½+o(1))n 3/2 and 
Kleitman and Winston only proved 
fn (C4)  < 2 c"3'2. 
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Simonovits and I also conjectured that every G(n, T,,(H)) contains at least two copies 
of H. This is also open for C4. 
To end the paper I mention a few miscellaneous combinatorial problems. The well 
known paper of Ko Rado and myself (Erd6s et al. [14]) contains many problems all 
but one of which was solved. Let [SI = 4n. Denote by f(n) the maximum number of 
subsets of S of size 2n, every two of which has at least two elements in common. Is it 
true that 
4n 2n 2 
(3.14) 
I offered and offer 250 pounds for a proof or disproof of (3.14). 
I now would like to state two of my favorite unsolved problems. I will be very brief 
since I have stated these problems everal times. 
The first problem is a conjecture of Rado and myself. A family of sets A j, 1 ~< i ~< s is 
called a A-system if the intersection of any two sets is the same. Frankl has the 
picturesque name 'sunflower' for a A-system. Let f3(n) be the smallest integer with the 
following property: Let IA~l=n, 1 <~i<<.f3(n), then there always are three A's which 
form a A-system. Our conjecture states that. 
f3(n) < C" (3.15) 
for some absolute constant C. I offer a thousand ollars for a proof or disproof of 
(3.15). Kostochka very recently proved 
i /  logn )" 
which is the current record. 
The second problem is a conjecture of Faber Lovfisz and myself. Let Gi, 1 ~<i~< n 
be n edge disjoint complete graphs of size n. Is it true that 0~= 1 G~ has chromatic 
number n? 1 offer 500 dollars for a proof or disproof. Very recently Kahn proved that 
the chromatic is less than n(1 +o(1)). 
Some problems of Lovasz, Shelah and myself. Let H be a three chromatic 
n-uniform clique, i.e. a hypergraph all of whose edges have size n and every two have 
a nonempty intersection. We proved that our hypergraph always has two edges E 
and F for which 
C/'/ 
I E~F I>- -  (3.16) 
log n' 
(3.16) can perhaps be improved to cn. In fact, perhaps 
IEnFl>~n- 2. (3.17) 
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(3.17) is perhaps too optimistic, but we never found a three chromatic graph every two 
edges of which have a nonempty intersection and for which 
]EnF[<n--2. 
I offer 100 dollars for a proof or disproof. 
Perhaps the cardinalities of EnF, E, F~H take cn distinct values, but we could 
prove only that it takes three distinct values for n > no. There are only finitely many 
3-chromatic n uniform cliques. Denote by M(n) the maximum number of edges in 
them. We prove 
(e -  i)n! <, M (n) <~ n". 
Many further interesting problems are stated in our papers [10, 13, 15, 16]. 
To end the paper I describe an unusual and clever game invented by Hajnal. We 
have n points and two players who alternatingly join two points which have not yet 
been joined. The only rule is that the union of edges must be triangle free. If no legal 
move is possible, the game ends. One could say that the player who makes the last 
move wins (or loses) but Hajnal had the much more clever idea: player I wants the 
game to last as long as possible and player II wants the game to end as fast as possible. 
Suppose both players play perfectly. What will happen? 
By Turan's theorem, the game must end after [-n2/4] moves and Hajnal observed 
that player II can end the game in about ~< n2/5 moves, and Ffiredi and Seress proved 
that player I can force n log n moves. The gap is very large. What is the truth? Instead 
of triangles, the game could of course be played with any other graph property. 
I certainly have felt foolish not having had this nice idea long ago. I only have 
a number theoretic version of the game. The players alternatively choose an integer 
2 ~< t~< n. None of the chosen integers can divide any other. The game ends when no 
legal move is possible. Player I wants the game to last as long as possible and player II 
wants to finish it as soon as possible. I have no idea what happens if both players play 
perfectly. A well known simple result states: among any [ (n+l ) /2 ]+ l  integers 
between 1and n one must divide the other, and it is easy to see that player II can force 
the end in <~cn moves for some c<½ but I do not know if the truth is o(n) or cn? 
Perhaps I overlooked a trivial point. 
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